
 

Mahali or African Animal Encounter:   updated: July 2013 

WE staff are scheduled there for hour and a half shifts with a half hour overlap.  Interpretive keepers are 

scheduled for the hour of 11-12 each day and cat show trainers are scheduled from 2-2:30 every day 

except Thursday. 

WE Staff: 

On the schedule “Mahali” is for you to be manning the area with your animal. There is over lap so that if 

your relief is running behind you can cover until they get there.  You should never leave the Mahali 

unattended unless you get permission from your supervisor.  If you need to be somewhere else and 

haven’t been relieved please call supervisor on the radio.  It should be treated like an animal station and 

never be left unattended. 

The radio and microphone should be with you and should be past to the person that relieves you, even 

if that is Interpretive staff or cat show.  I know they don’t need a radio but this will ensure they stick 

together! 

Rain plan: 

If its light-medium rain and the animal is doing ok then you can stay under the umbrella and continue.  If 

a storm comes, if lighting is spotted, or it’s raining really hard; pack up your animal, radio, and 

microphone, put the umbrellas down and go into tree tops. 

Make sure you are listening for the “all clear” for opening back up.   

African Animals will be signed out the day before and will be available at roll call.  We will sign out each 

animal from 10-6.  At both morning roll calls if you are scheduled in the mahali you can go in to 

Convergence “overbook”/sign out one of the previously signed out animals for your time frame and 

then cancel the 10-6 so that the animal can be signed out by others for the rest of the day.  Please 

always keep in mind temperatures when deciding what to take out! 

If you are interested in taking the flamingos to the mahali (they will be your best bet when the temps 

are too hot or too cold for most other animals) you will need to call a supervisor to help since you can’t 

get them out alone.  Please give us as much notice as you can for that option!!  If you are going to leave 

the flamingos in the mahali for more then an hour time slot we should arrange for a water bowl for 

them! 

If you are ever scheduled as “Africa” then do a RAE in Africa near by.  If for any reason someone can’t 

cover the Mahali you can slip into that spot.  Also if you are scheduled for the Mahali and the cat show 

or interp. Staff come over they can go into the mahali and we can shift out to another shady spot near 

by. 

 


